Daisi
Daisi is the arts education organisation for Devon and Torbay. A
Charitable Limited Company, Daisi’s mission is to work in partnership
with artists and educators to enable arts and culture to enrich and
inspire the lives, learning and futures of children and young people
in the region. Daisi’s vision is “for artistic and cultural experience to
be at the heart of young people’s lives and learning”.
Daisi achieves this by devising and delivering, through partnership, a range of projects in
response to identified needs. Daisi employs highly skilled, professional artists across a
range of media, to work with and through the arts, to help young people gain positive
cultural experiences to enable them to make positive choices.
Daisi, whilst enjoying the support of key agencies, including Devon County Council (DCC),
continues to operate independently of them, and other major interest groups.
This short case study has four sections: an introduction to Daisi, its values and its intended
outcomes; two project summaries which illustrate a flavour of Daisi’s work and outcomes,
and an organisational background section.

Daisi 2010/11: Some Facts and Figures
•
•
•
•
•
•

13,991 young people got involved in Daisi activities, a 22% increase on 2009/10
604 practical, creative sessions were delivered
72 local, professional artists were contracted by Daisi to share their skills and
inspire young people through the arts
Daisi projects were delivered in 118 schools or other young people’s settings
Volunteers gave Daisi 719+ hours of their time (214 from Trustees and 505 from
others), equating to £7486 of time given: £2228 trustees, £5258 others)*.
Turnover for 2010/2011 was £258k.

*(£10.41 is average hourly gross rate of pay in Devon (Office for National Statistics, 2010 data)

The values underpinning Daisi’s work include:
•
•
•
•

partnership working to increase breadth and depth of reach;
celebrating young people’s achievements;
designing, supporting and sharing innovative, diverse and relevant approaches to
learning in and through the arts; and
learning through experience and reflection/evaluation – fundamental to every Daisi
project.

Daisi uses evaluation to contribute intelligently to the arts education sector’s evidence base
of the positive impact of arts education activity on outcomes for young people, and to use it
for effective advocacy. Many of these evaluations can be found on the Daisi website:
www.daisi.org.uk or Vimeo.
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Outcomes
Daisi has clear overall intended outcomes which encompass all its work. Individual projects
may have additional project-specific outcomes. Evaluation is a key component of all Daisi
projects, with qualitative and quantitative information from the client, artist and participants
gathered as standard. Daisi seeks to undertake significant detailed evaluation on one major
project each year, using external evaluators where resources allow. This is in addition to
regular evaluative reporting, in a range of forms. In some instances the art form itself acts
as the summative or formative evaluation.

Daisi’s Outcomes
Daisi will know that it is realising its vision when its work contributes to:
1. Young people in our region have regular opportunity for enriching artistic experiences
woven into their lives and learning, which impact positively on their ability to shape their
own futures
2. Our region has the capacity to create specific arts opportunities in response to identified
needs
3. Practitioners and those who commission services in education, arts and culture have,
and use, easy access to high-quality, up-to-date information, resources and advice about
how to work with the arts to create positive learning experiences for all young people
4. Practitioners in education, arts and culture have the right skills and connections to use
arts and culture to create positive learning experiences for all young people
5. Young people who are vulnerable, have additional needs or exceptional talent, have
access to artistic and cultural learning experiences that help them achieve their full
potential.

This case study looks at elements of two projects which seek to address outcomes relating to
the Emotional Health of Children (this was a National Indicator (NI 50) under the last
government). These projects both directly contribute to Daisi’s Outcomes of 1 and 5
(above) in relation to young people.

SUMMARY 1: Street Dance at Curledge Street Primary School, Paignton.
During 2010/11 Daisi and Torbay Council partnered up in an exciting and innovative project,
working across 10 primary schools in the locality, linking SEAL (Social and Emotional Aspects
of Learning) with the arts.
The SEAL programme aims to develop pupils’ skills in five key areas: self-awareness,
empathy, managing feelings, social skills and motivation. These skills underpin positive
behaviour, regular school attendance, effective learning and emotional health and
wellbeing. They also contribute to social mobility and employability skills by ensuring all
children, regardless of background, have confidence in their abilities and understand how to
interact with others in a positive way.
The SEAL programme aims to support children to be able to:
• manage strong feelings such as frustration, anger and anxiety
• be effective and successful learners
• be able to promote calm and optimistic states that promote the achievement of goals
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•
•
•
•
•

recover from setbacks and persist in the face of difficulties
work cooperatively
compete fairly and lose with dignity and respect for competitors
recognise and stand up for the rights of others
understand and value the differences and commonalities between people.

Match funding was offered to ten schools (on a first come, first served basis) for up to three
days of artist workshops. Curledge Street Primary School, Paignton, snapped up this
opportunity.

Staff at Curledge wanted to explore how the arts could support a group of 15-20 Key Stage 2
pupils who were experiencing feelings of low self-esteem, lack of confidence, rejection of
support and help and negative attitudes towards themselves, relationships and the school.
Through discussion, teachers thought that pupils could benefit from an external practitioner
offering them a new form of creative expression – in this case, street dance, tapping into the
success of Diversity, the street dance group featured on Britain’s Got Talent.

A professional dance teacher was employed and the process and the expected positive
outcomes were collectively discussed and agreed. Three afternoon sessions later, the boys
had produced a dance, filmed it and performed it to other children and parents to critical
acclaim.
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A film was made and many different members of staff worked alongside the boys in what
was an extremely positive and uplifting experience for everyone involved. The boys were
thrilled and told us their status was given a lift throughout school and at home. Many of the
boys said it was the most positive experience of the year. The school would like to run
similar sessions and has now accessed funding to set up a dance club, another positive
outcome, with similar opportunities for a wider range of pupils.

Views of Project Co-ordinator: “The dance teacher was outstanding, positive and talented.
The boys were motivated and excited, although nervous as well”.
View of Daisi Artist: “The SEAL project was the best project I have ever worked on and most
certainly the most rewarding. The kids were from all backgrounds, some were bullied, some
had no self-esteem at all or confidence. Others did but had short tempers and found it quick
to give up. But the difference in these kids from when I met them to when they did their
performance was enormous. Every single one of them engaged and loved it! The teachers
couldn’t believe they were working together as a team. They were amazing. When they did
their performance, the crowd went wild for them! I even had a tear in my eye, I was so proud
of them. I want to report back to you and let you know how well they did and how much I
enjoyed working with these kids.”

This project also contributed to Torbay’s 2010 Joint Strategy Needs Assessment (JSNA) in
terms of “ensuring every child and young person in Torbay is supported and helped to
achieve the best outcomes they can”. A wider outcome from the individual successes of the
2010/11 programme is a commitment by Torbay Council to repeat the programme in the
following financial year, in doing so recognising the impact of the work achieved through the
SEAL Arts Project. A film summary of the SEAL project, including clips of the Curledge Street
dancers can be found at http://vimeo.com/14960724
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SUMMARY 2: FUSION
Visual Arts Project with NEET young
people and young offenders.
This project, as part of the Devon
Preventative Partnership, was in partnership
with Young Devon, a Third Sector
organisation. Its focus was working with a
group of young people not in education,
employment or training (NEET), and young
offenders who are mentored by Young
Devon. The project sought to offer young
people experiences that allowed them to
pose questions, respond and lead in their
own way and have their ideas encouraged
and valued, to join in and take creative, positive risks rather than opting out, to own and
value their contribution. It also sought to foster creativity, where the focus was on ensuring
that participants‘ ideas and possibilities were encouraged, with a focus on selfdetermination, intentionality and risk-taking. Lastly, it aimed to renew a previously lost
disposition to learn and tackle a lack of ownership or control in relation to learning and
other areas in participant’s lives.
It aimed to do this through a series of visual art workshops. The sessions proved to be
extremely therapeutic for the young people, improving their emotional health and providing
an excellent environment for working and talking, and a good way for them to express
themselves. The young people enjoyed taking part in the creative activities, and the sessions
were a chance for them to be involved in positive constructive activities in a supportive
environment, where they could express and discuss their lives and concerns. The numbers of
young people involved were small, circa 5, but for each individual the outcomes are
potentially huge.
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View of Daisi Artist: “The first activity was for them [young people] to create artworks that
represented themselves and their interests. They worked to create layered collage work onto
canvases. The group was focused and engaged in the activity. Each participant completed a
canvas artwork to a high standard. We concluded the day with a sharing and appreciation of
work and a focus on future sessions. They found it calming and therapeutic.
Some in the group knew each other, others were not familiar. They were very articulate and
engaged in lots of discussions and conversation. A lot of their sharings centred on alcohol
and drug use. It was difficult to get them to stop for lunch and also to go home at the end of
the day!”
View of young person: “I’ve got a lot of worries at the moment and doing this has taken it
all away and helped me forget them for a few hours”.
View of young person: “ I don’t normally spend time doing things like this. It has been good
to have time to be artistic."
View of young person: "I was never good at art when I was at school - we used to do boring
stuff. I like that we have been doing different things and so it feels nice to think that I can
make good art work in these sessions. I think I have made something really good. After last
week's session I ended up drawing pictures all night."

Wider outcomes and longer term impact.
Both projects generated additional social, economic and environmental outcomes (social
capital) through Daisi’s operating norms:

•
•
•
•

employing local artists keeping money circulating a little longer in the local
economy, and reducing project mileage;
using recycled materials wherever possible, thus reducing Daisi’s environmental
footprint;
using Exeter Scrapstore to source arts materials, again recycling and supporting a
local social enterprise;
invigorating local markets – encouraging schools and other settings to spend on local
artists, to engage with local arts and cultural opportunities. This is done by working
with them to demonstrate the positive impact of engaging with the arts on a wide
range of their children’s learning and social needs. This is coupled with helping them
to discover the wealth of resources that they have available to them locally to
continue to support their aspirations beyond their Daisi project.

Longer term impact.
For participants, the longer term impacts are harder to anticipate (and resources to capture
this are increasingly hard to secure). That said, Daisi’s extensive evidence base enables
comparisons to be drawn from previous action research work similar to Curledge, from
which it could be concluded that impacts would most likely be felt by the participants and
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their families in terms of the project offering:
•
•
•

•

Opportunities for the boys to be viewed in a positive light by other children at the
school
Opportunities for the families of the boys to attend a school event that is celebrating
the achievement of their child
Engagement in the following positive experiences:
o Change in ethos
o Challenge of the real
o Pleasure of collaboration
o Gains in cultural knowledge
o Experience of creativity
Working with a particularly challenging group of male students, Daisi would hope
that the project would create impact on their attitudes and behaviour out of school
too – which in turn impacts on their families and communities.

Similarly, for the visual art workshops, no longer term evaluation has been carried out. The
project was about offering young people experiences that allowed them to pose questions,
respond and lead in their own way and have their ideas encouraged and valued, to join in
and take creative, positive risks rather than opting out, to own and value their contribution.
These are all experiences which will help them to become more resilient in their wider lives
and to help them engage positively with others around them. Obviously the longer the
project, the more change could be achieved by the young people. Daisi would hope that a
partnership of this nature would encourage the organisation with which these young people
have a long term relationship to increasingly incorporate these experiences into their
programmes. In turn this would have a longer term impact on the wider community.

Daisi – ORGANISATIONAL BACKGROUND
Strategic Organisational Objectives
Daisi seeks to:
1. Develop the capacity and capability in the region to create and advocate for inspiring,
diverse, high quality artistic and cultural opportunities for, with and by children and
young people.
2. Positively influence local, regional and national policy and practice related to young
people’s services.
3. Develop opportunities that enable the Daisi offer to be accessed by all, including young
people who are vulnerable, and have additional needs or exceptional talent.
4. Develop and strengthen Daisi’s role as an up to date, relevant designer, leader and
participant in sustainable artistic initiative and innovation.
Daisi’s diverse work delivers benefits across a wide spectrum encompassing personal health
and wellbeing, social and educational agendas, citizenship, society and the environment.
Groups/settings Daisi works with/in include (not exclusively): schools, “at risk” and other
vulnerable young people, care leavers, youth settings, out of school groups, pupil referral
units. Daisi works through and with a variety of media including dance, drama, literature,
creative writing, photography, digital media, poetry, art, story-telling, printing, film, music
theatre and sculpture.
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Staffing and Resources
Daisi currently has 6 staff adding up to 4.0 full time equivalents (FTE). Daisi has 11 trustees
on the Board, all are voluntary positions. These include nominated trustees (two from Devon
Association of Governors, four appointed by the Devon Director of Children and Young
People’s Services (CYPS) on behalf of DCC, and two appointed by the Director of Daisi from
the Daisi Register of artists. The majority of projects are delivered by Daisi’s pool of
professional freelance artists who are contracted for particular activities. All work within
robust systems and procedures, primarily to ensure safety for the young people involved
and also to ensure the quality of work is as high as possible. Daisi achieved the Learning
Outside the Classroom Quality Badge in 2009 and is working to renew that designation.
Daisi’s income is earned from a mix of fees, charges (mainly from publicly-funded schools
and education settings) and grants. The vast majority of services are free to young people,
with the exception of Devon Youth Theatre and Devon Youth Dance. In setting fees, Daisi
gives careful consideration to accessibility of the activity for those on low incomes, and
where possible Daisi recovers the fee from the young person’s school rather than the
individual. Daisi was an Arts Council Regularly Funded Organisation (RFO) for over 8 years
and, with recent changes in Arts Council funding arrangements, has already identified new
income streams and developed new partnerships which will strengthen it in the long term.
DCC continues to contract with Daisi as it recognises Daisi’s outcomes match DCC’s strategic
objectives. New resources secured include leading on a recent MLA strategic commissioning
fund project, and securing a contract from Youth Music to lead on their “Musical Inclusion”
Module across Devon and Torbay (2012-2014).
The Youth Music Musical Inclusion module is to ensure opportunities exist for children and
young people in challenging circumstances to access and progress through high-quality
music making. As host of the module Daisi will be working across a range of agendas and
forums at local and regional level to communicate the benefits of providing music making
opportunities for children in challenging circumstances, feeding knowledge and learning into
national strategy. Essentially, Musical Inclusion is about offering strategic support to a
number of partners, organisations and people. It requires host organisations to have an
overview of what music making activity exists in their region, and to work strategically to
address gaps. Daisi’s planning includes the aim of brokering new, mutually beneficial
relationships with organisations which work with children in challenging circumstances and
are interested in engaging with the development of progressive music making opportunities
within their offers. Daisi’s project plan includes CPD and networking for music practitioners,
educators and youth sector professionals and organisations, and practical ‘Breakthrough’
and ‘Cold Spot’ music making projects with young people.
Daisi is highly regarded by its project partners which, in 2010/11, included: Local
Authorities, Academies and LA schools, Exeter University, AONB, Jurassic Coast, Exeter
Cathedral, Wolf and Water, Exeter Northcott Theatre, DCC Libraries, DCC and Torbay Music
Services, Cyprus Well, DCC Youth Service (Participation), Dance in Devon, The Devon Guild of
Craftsmen, National Trust and DCC Services for Communities (Gypsy and Traveller liaison).
VINESWORKS, March 2012,
Helen@vinesworks.co.uk
www.vinesworks.co.uk

on behalf of
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Devon Consortium
commofficer@teigncvs.org.uk
www.devonconsortium.net

